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We present a general method for retrieving the effective tensorial permittivity of uniaxially anisotropic meta-
materials. By relaxing the usually imposed constraint of assuming nonmagnetic metal/dielectric metamaterials,
we also retrieve the effective permeability tensor and show that multilayer hyperbolic metamaterials exhibit a
strong and broadband diamagnetic response in the visible regime. The method provides the means for designing
magnetically anisotropic metamaterials for studying magnetic topological transitions in the visible regime.
We obtain orientation-independent effective material parameters, which are distinguishable from mere wave
parameters. We analytically validate this method for Ag/SiO2 planar metamaterials with a varying number of
layers and filling fractions and compare to the results from effective medium theory and Bloch theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s nanofabrication techniques enable us to build artifi-
cial composite media, also called metamaterials (MMs), with
subwavelength unit cells, usually termed meta-atoms. MMs
can be engineered to have extraordinary optical properties
that cannot be found in nature; examples include negative
refractive index [1,2], reversed Doppler effect [2], ε near
zero (ENZ) [3,4], and super-resolution [5] (see Ref. [6]
and references therein). The meta-atom arrangement, which
is periodic in most cases, is a crucial parameter for con-
trolling light propagation in the MM and thus its optical
response. Specifically, uniaxial MMs that have permittivities
with opposite signs along different coordinate directions, also
called hyperbolic metamaterials [7] (HMMs), have attracted
considerable attention because: (a) They can support negative
refraction [7,8], hyperlensing [9], and a high density of optical
states [10,11] among other phenomena, and (b) they are
straightforward to fabricate since they can be realized in
a stack of metal-dielectric multilayers with subwavelength
thicknesses or with metallic nanowires in a dielectric host.
HMMs are also the most popular candidates for studying
topological transitions in MMs [11,12]. These factors motivate
the present paper to develop parameter retrieval methods for
both electric and magnetic parameters applicable to HMMs.
Provided that the wavelength of light is much larger than
the unit cell of the MM, the collective response of a MM
can be approximated by that of a homogeneous medium. An
effective permittivity and permeability can then be introduced
[13–16]. However, most retrieval methods reported so far
consider only normal incidence [14,15,17]. In a previous
report [13], a new retrieval procedure for angle-dependent
effective parameters was introduced. As these authors noted
in their work, the retrieved parameters are then “mere wave
parameters rather than global material parameters.” Thus, no
direct information regarding the anisotropy of the MM (i.e., its
effective birefringence or dichroism), a key feature for HMMs,
is directly obtained. Additionally, wave parameters cannot
be directly measured experimentally, nor do they represent
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constitutive parameters of the material. To be useful effective
material parameters, the retrieved parameters ought to be
independent of the polarization and the angle of incidence
and independent of the wave vector (local) in the long
wavelength limit. Studies on the validity of effective material
parameters applied to fishnet-type MMs and to split-ring
resonator MM structures have been presented in Refs. [18,19],
respectively.
In this paper, we show that, upon homogenization of
a MM, using, for example, methods, such as those in
Ref. [13], the utilization of the general dispersion equations for
uniaxially anisotropic materials enable one to retrieve global
effective permittivities and permeabilities along all coordinate
directions, that satisfy the effective material parameter criteria
mentioned above. It is important to note that, unlike the
approaches taken by previous researchers [7,10,11,20–25],
we do not assume, a priori, a unity magnetic permeability
along all symmetry directions. Instead, we use the general
dispersion relations for magnetic uniaxial slabs to retrieve
an effective permeability tensor in addition to the effective
permittivity tensor. Until now, metal/dielectric HMMs have
been assumed to be nonmagnetic [7,10,11,20–25] at optical
frequencies. We show by contrast that they can exhibit strong
diamagnetic behavior. We show that the retrieval of the
complex constitutive parameters is analytical and not subject
to any numerical fitting process [26,27]. We systematically
compare our solution to the inverse problem of parameter
retrieval with results of the solution to the forward problem
of calculation of transmission and reflection coefficients with
known optical parameters of the constituent materials of the
MMs, and we obtain excellent agreement between inverse and
forward calculations for all angles of incidence. Since HMMs
are usually realized with periodic alterations of the refractive
index in a uniaxial geometry, we apply our method to periodic
HMMs with finite total thickness and compare our results to
the generalized method of the Bloch theorem (see Ref. [28],
Chap. 6), valid in the infinite thickness limit.
The effective response of a MM is often approximated
with an effective medium theory. The two most widely
used effective medium theories in the MMs’ field are the
generalized effective medium approximation [29] and the
Bruggeman [30] approximation. Both of them are based
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on field averaging over the unit-cell scale. The generalized
effective medium approximation is the most commonly used
method for approximating an effective permittivity tensor for
HMMs [7,10,11,25,29,31–33]. However, it is only valid for
low filling fractions, and it fails to predict the diamagnetic
characteristics of planar metal/dielectric metamaterials that
we emphasize in this paper. We compare our analysis to the
effective medium approximation to highlight the importance
of: (a) the total number of layers in planar metal/dielectric
HMMs, (b) of the relative filling fraction of metals and
dielectrics, and (c) the importance of taking into account
the magnetic character of HMMs on their effective response.
We show that these factors, which are not considered in the
effective medium picture, significantly limit the regime where
the effective medium theory is appropriate as a model for
physically realizable MMs.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we provide a
short description of the previous work performed in Ref. [13],
we introduce the additional correction for uniaxial anisotropy,
and present our methodology. In Sec. III, we demonstrate the
application of our method to a homogeneous finite slab of Ag as
a special case of a uniaxial material with equal elements of the
diagonal permittivity and permeability tensors and to Ag/SiO2
multilayer MMs with varying numbers of layers. We compare
our calculations to the effective medium approximation. We
also illustrate the diamagnetic response of planar HMMs. In
Sec. IV we calculate the isofrequency contours for a magnetic
uniaxial MM slab to highlight the importance of an accurate
retrieval method for HMMs. In Sec. V we perform a parameter
sweep over the thickness of the individual metal/dielectric




We perform homogenization using the general approach
of Ref. [13]. Once the complex reflection and transmission
coefficients of a slab with finite thickness and unknown optical
parameters are calculated for any angle of incidence and for
transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) polar-
ization, a scalar complex permittivity and permeability can
be analytically calculated. An effective wave vector for wave
propagation inside the MM of unknown parameters is also
obtained, under the assumption that the slab is homogeneous.
However, if no further assumption is made regarding the
anisotropy of the slab, as indicated in Ref. [13], the retrieved
parameters, denoted as εT E , μT E , εT M , and μT M are wave
parameters and not fundamental material parameters. They
exhibit strong angle dependence even for isotropic materials,
but this is also true for fishnet structures (see Ref. [13]) and
for the planar metal-dielectric MMs studied here, as we prove
in the next subsection. Thus, the parameters εT E , μT E , εT M ,
and μT M , which are presented in the Supplemental Material
[34], are given for completeness, but they are not essential for
the determination of the MM material parameters. Relative to
the notation adopted in Ref. [13], we interchange εT M and
μT M due to the correspondence of the electric and magnetic
fields between TE and TM polarizations in homogeneous
media. The modal effective refractive indices for the TE and
TM waves, respectively, are defined as nT E = √εT EμT E and
nT M = √εT MμT M . It is the scope of this paper to emphasize
that, after such a homogenization is performed, it is possible
and rather simple to retrieve electric permittivity and magnetic
permeability tensor elements that are independent of the angle
of incidence and can fully characterize a HMM.
B. Dispersion equations for a magnetic uniaxial crystal
Now we determine the dispersion for a magnetic uniaxial
material by introducing the constraint that the slab with
unknown parameters is uniaxial and its optical axis coincides
with the direction of normal incidence [denoted as the z axis in
Fig. 1(a)]. As noted in the introduction, the two most popular
uniaxial MM motifs are multilayer thin-film stacks and arrays
of nanowires embedded in a host material.
Assuming a monochromatic plane wave E(r,t) =
Eoei(kr−ωt) propagating in a general bianisotropic medium
with tensorial permittivity ↔ε and permeability ↔μ, Helmholtz’s
equation [28] yields
k × ↔μ−1 (k × E) + ω2↔εE = 0. (1)
For a uniaxial slab since the optical axis is aligned
with the z axis, the permittivity and permeability tensors
are diagonal with ↔ε = diag(εxx,εyy,εzz) = diag(εo,εo,εe) and
↔
μ = diag(μxx,μyy,μzz) = diag(μo,μo,μe) where we replaced
εxx = εyy with εo, the ordinary permittivity of a uniaxial
slab, and εzz with εe, the extraordinary permittivity of the
slab. Similar replacements are performed for the permeability
tensor elements μo and μe. (Here we refer to εo and μo as
the ordinary parameters in order to be consistent with the
literature of nonmagnetic uniaxial materials [28] and likewise
FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Three-dimensional representation of the unknown uniaxial slab that can be, among others, (b) a nanowire array or (c) a
multilayer stack. (d) Projection of (a) onto the xz plane, convention for the angle of incidence.
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for the extraordinary parameters.) Carrying out the algebra of




















where k0 = ω/c. These equations indicate that, for a mag-
netic uniaxial slab, the dispersion surface consists of two
ellipsoids of revolution. The parameters εo, μo, εe, and μe
are fundamental angle-independent material parameters. We
emphasize here that a HMM can be designed not only by
requiring permittivities of opposite signs along different axes
for the electrically extraordinary wave, but also by requiring
permeabilities of opposite signs along different axes for the
magnetically extraordinary wave, as recently demonstrated in
the microwave regime [12].
For propagation on the xz plane [see Fig. 1(d)], i.e., for
ky = 0, the magnetically extraordinary wave corresponds to an
electric field parallel to the y axis (TE polarization) whereas the
electrically extraordinary wave corresponds to a magnetic field
parallel to the y axis (TM polarization). Here kx is the in-plane
wave vector which is conserved above, inside, and below the
slab. For TE polarization, kx = k0 sin θin = nT Ek0 sin θeff and
kz = nT Ek0 cos θeff , similarly for the TM polarization. kz is
the normal component of the wave vector in the slab. For MM
slabs kz stands for the effective wave vector usually retrieved
via homogenization in terms of the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients, the polarization, and the incident
angle θin [13]. Thus, Eqs. (2a) and (2b) can be associated with
the wave parameters for TE and TM polarizations, εT E , μT E ,
εT M , and μT M ,
Magnetically extraordinary wave:
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where θeff is the refraction angle into the slab [see Fig. 1(d)].
Since the denominators of the right-hand side of Eqs. (3a)
and (3b) ought be angle independent, the wave parameters are
angle dependent (see Refs. [13,18] and Supplemental Material
Figs. 12–15 [34]).
C. Retrieval of material parameters εo, μo and εe, μe
For normal incidence, kz = nT E(θin = 0)k0 = nT M (θin =
0)k0 and from the equations above we obtain n2T E(θin = 0) =
n2T M (θin = 0) = ε0μ0. Thus, εo = εT E(θin = 0) = εT M (θin =
0) and μo = μT E(θin = 0) = μT M (θin = 0). This is expected
since at normal incidence the two polarizations are degenerate.
Thus, the application of the wave parameter retrieval method
[13] for normal incidence yields the ordinary parameters of
any uniaxial slab in the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1.
By having already retrieved the ordinary parameters εo,
μo from wave parameter retrieval at normal incidence, wave
parameter retrieval at an oblique incident angle for TE polar-
ization together with Eq. (2a) is sufficient for determination
of the effective extraordinary permeability μe. Specifically,
for a nonzero in-plane wave vector kx(θin) = nc ωc sin θin,
where nc is the refractive index of the cladding, and for the
retrieved through the homogenization kzT E(θin), we obtain
the extraordinary permeability by solving Eq. (2a) for μe.
Similarly, to retrieve the effective extraordinary permittivity
εe, application of the wave parameter retrieval at an oblique
incident angle for TM polarization together with Eq. (2b)
suffice. In this case, the out-of-plane wave vector must
correspond to TM polarization: kzT M (θin). The equations for
calculation of kzT E/T M are given in Appendix Sec. 1. For any
oblique angle of incidence, application of Eqs. (2a) and (2b)
yields angle-independent parameters as we prove below for
planar HMMs with varying numbers of layers.
To summarize, our approach to the retrieval problem for
inhomogeneous uniaxial MMs is based on replacing the
actual system by a homogeneous uniaxial effective medium
characterized by εo, μo, εe, and μe, which is the so-called
inverse-scattering problem. The first step in our approach
is to obtain the physical system’s complex reflection and
transmission coefficients for the two polarizations, which is
defined here as the forward problem. When homogenization
is valid and in the long-wavelength regime, only two incident
angles suffice for determining εo, μo, εe, and μe: For normal
incidence scattering, wave parameter retrieval yields εo and
μo. Wave parameter retrieval at one oblique incident angle
is sufficient to yield the effective wave vector kz for both
polarizations, which together with the use of the dispersion
Eqs. (2a) and (2b) yields the extraordinary parameters εe
and μe. The method is repeated as a consistency check for
different incident angles. If convergence of the extraordinary
parameters for different incident angles is achieved, local
material parameters can be assigned, and the retrieval is
successful as we demonstrate in the next section for planar
HMMs. The degree of angle independence of the extraordinary
parameters can be viewed as a metric of the locality of
the considered MM [18,20]. For a perfectly local medium,
all angles of incidence must yield identical extraordinary
parameters. The diagram shown in Fig. 2 summarizes the
method.
III. APPLICATION TO A SLAB OF Ag AND
TO PLANAR Ag/SiO2 HMMs
We give here results for material parameter retrieval applied
to a 20-nm-thick Ag slab, which is viewed as a special case of a
uniaxial material with εo = εe andμo = μe = 1 and to a planar
MM consisting of seven alternating layers of Ag and SiO2 with
thicknesses of 20 nm each. A five-pole Drude-Lorentz (DL)
model was used for the dielectric function of Ag εAg DL [35].
The Sellmeier equation was used for the refractive index of
SiO2 [36]. Using the transfer-matrix method [28] for layered
media, we calculate the complex reflection and transmission
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FIG. 2. (Color) Diagram of the retrieval steps.
coefficients for angles of incidence 0°–90° for TE and TM
polarizations.
A. Retrieval of material parameters εo, μo, εe, and μe
Upon application of the steps presented in Secs. II A–II C,
we show below the retrieved material parameters for the 20-nm
Ag slab in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) and for the seven alternating
layers of Ag and SiO2 in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
For the single slab of Ag, the ordinary permittivity εo
[Fig. 3(a)], calculated at normal incidence, trivially converges
to the five-pole Drude-Lorentz model of Ag: εAg DL. Similarly,
the ordinary permeability μo in Fig. 3(a) is exactly unity as
expected for a nonmagnetic slab. It is remarkable that the
extraordinary parameters εe and μe calculated at different
considered angles of incidence all converge to the same curves
as shown in Fig. 3(b). Similar to εo, εe converges to εAg DL for
all the considered angles of incidence, whereas μe = 1 + 0i
for all angles. To conclude, for a single slab of Ag the
FIG. 3. (Color) εo and μo for (a) a slab of Ag and (c) a MM consisting of seven alternating layers of Ag and SiO2. εe and μe for different
incident angles for (b) a single layer of Ag and (d) the seven layer MM.
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application of the retrieval trivially yields εo = εe = εAg DL
and μo = μe = 1 + 0i for all angles of incidence 0°–90°,
yielding a consistency check for the model for the case of
an isotropic nonmagnetic slab.
Concerning Fig. 3(c), for the seven layer MM, the predom-
inantly metallic response is expected on the xy plane where
Re(εo) < 0 since the charge carriers of the metallic layers are
free to move on this plane. However, εo is redshifted with
respect to εAg DL, which originates from the insertion of the
SiO2 layers between adjacent Ag layers that results in a less
polarizable (meta) material. As seen in Fig. 3(c), the exact
results from our calculations for εo also differ considerably
from the generalized effective medium results, shown in black.
The disagreement is an effect of the finite total thickness of the
seven layer MM, and it is discussed further in the following
subsection. Regarding the ordinary permeability μo, contrary
to a single Ag slab, where μo is unity, a seven layer planar
MM is strongly diamagnetic as shown in Fig. 3(c).
From Fig. 3(d), one can see by inspection the negligible
angular variation in both εe and μe for a seven layer MM.
These parameters converge to the same curves for all the
considered angles of incidence. Thus, their “intrinsic” nature
as material parameters is now apparent. They exhibit almost
no spatial dispersion, and thus, they are local. Previous work
on nonlocality (see Ref. [20]) has shown that by using the
Bloch theory for infinite periodic metal/dielectric MMs, one
obtains stronger nonlocality effects. By contrast, we show
here that merely removing the usually imposed constraint of
unity magnetic permeability and taking the effect of finite total
thickness into account suffice for completely suppressing the
nonlocality of the effective parameter εe.
The Lorentzian-shaped Im(εe) and its Kramers-Kronig
counterpart Re(εe) are also common features in uniaxial
crystals existing in nature, such as calcite at midinfrared
wavelengths [22]. The disagreement between the calculated
εe and effective medium prediction is also an effect of the
finite total thickness of the considered MM and is discussed
below. Importantly, we find that the real parts of μo and μe
are nonunity. This issue is discussed further in what follows.
We note that in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), for wavelengths smaller
than 350 nm, the imaginary parts of μo and μe are negative,
but this is not of any concern since causality is not violated as
justified in Appendix Sec. 2.
B. Effect of the number of layers—comparison to effective
medium theory and diamagnetism
In the effective medium limit, the tensorial permittivity for
infinite planar periodic HMMs [7,10,11,25,29,31–33] contains
ordinary and extraordinary permittivity tensor elements, which
are εo = f εm + (1 − f )εd and ε−1e = f ε−1m + (1 − f )ε−1d ,
respectively, where εm is the metal permittivity, εd is the
dielectric permittivity, and f is the filling fraction of the
metal in the unit cell. Figure 4 summarizes the results of our
calculations for εo and εe for Ag/SiO2 MMs with varying
numbers of layers ranging from 3 to 27 layers, and we compare
to the effective medium theory.
As the number of Ag/SiO2 layers increases, the calculated
permittivities approach the effective medium approximation,
which is expected since an asymptotically large number of
layers corresponds to an infinite medium [29]. However,
even at 27 layers neither εo nor εe converge completely to
the effective medium theory results. This deviation deserves
special attention because the wavelengths at which the per-
mittivities along different coordinate directions cross zero are
fundamental for the prediction of the wavelengths at which
topological transitions occur in HMMs [11,12]. From Fig. 4(b),
the wavelength at which the real part of εe crosses zero, which
corresponds to the center of the Lorentzian-shaped Im(εe),
blueshifts as the number of layers increases. This wavelength
is important for the distinction between the spectral regions at
which the MM exhibits a hyperbolic or an elliptical dispersion,
giving rise to a very different optical response. Importantly,
there is also a clear discrepancy between the amplitude of the
Lorentzian resonance in Re(εe) in the effective medium limit
and our calculations. This affects the shape of the isofrequency
contours of the MM as shown in Sec. IV.
FIG. 4. (Color) (a) εo and εe for planar Ag/SiO2 MMs with varying numbers of layers and comparison to the effective medium approximation
and (b) the same results for εe near resonance.
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FIG. 5. (Color) μo and μe for planar Ag/SiO2 MMs with varying numbers of layers.
In the effective medium limit, HMMs are usually consid-
ered to be nonmagnetic along all coordinate directions. That
this is an erroneous assumption is clearly demonstrated in
Fig. 5, which gives the ordinary and extraordinary perme-
abilities for Ag/SiO2 planar MMs with varying numbers of
layers. We note that the difference between μo and μe is on
the order of 10−3 for these MMs, so they can be considered as
magnetically isotropic with μo ≈ μe.
We find from Fig. 5 that with an increasing number
of Ag/SiO2 layers, HMMs become more diamagnetic with
μo and μe being as low as 0.65. The most diamagnetic
material existing in nature is bismuth with a permeability
of 0.999834. Thus, these multilayer HMMs exhibit a strong
diamagnetic response, which, according to electromagnetic
boundary conditions, arises from induced surface currents at
the Ag/SiO2 interfaces, created by the tangential component
of the applied magnetic field. It is expected that an increasing
number of layers results in a stronger diamagnetic response
because this is accompanied with an increase in the number of
metal-dielectric interfaces where surface currents are induced.
According to Lenz’s law, the induced currents must create a
magnetic response that opposes the applied magnetic field;
thus they create a diamagnetic response which translates to
a permeability smaller than unity. The imaginary parts of the
ordinary and extraordinary permeabilities are negative in the
short-wavelength regime for multilayers with more than five
layers, but this does not violate any physical law as justified in
Appendix Sec. 2.
IV. COMPARISON OF ISOFREQUENCY SURFACES FROM
RETRIEVED MATERIAL PARAMETERS AND THE
EFFECTIVE MEDIUM MODEL
The effective k-space or isofrequency contours are of
crucial importance for describing the response of MMs to
single-frequency excitation. Using Eqs. (2a) and (2b) we show
in Fig. 6 the isofrequency contours of the seven layer Ag/SiO2
HMM, given the values of εo, εe, μo, and μe obtained in the
preceding sections. In the effective medium approximation, the
permeability in different axes is usually assumed to be unity,
FIG. 6. (Color) Effective k space for seven layer Ag/SiO2 HMM and comparison to generalized effective medium theory. Results of the
retrieval are shown with light blue for TE polarization and with red for TM polarization. The generalized effective medium approximation is
shown with dark blue for TE polarization and black for TM polarization. The Bloch theory results are shown with green for TE polarization
and magenta for TM polarization.
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and in this limit Eqs. (2a) and (2b) become: (k2x + k2z ) = εok2o
and (k2x/εe + k2z /εo) = k2o , respectively, which are commonly
used to describe HMMs [7,10,11,25,29,31–33]. We are only
taking account of the real parts of the denominators of kx
and kz as their imaginary parts can be directly translated to
a complex frequency instead of a complex k space [37]. We
also include the isofrequency curves as determined by using
the Bloch theorem for layered periodic media [28], which is
valid when periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
We note that the effective medium theory and our retrieval
give rise to isofrequency contours with different shapes as
can be seen by comparing the dark blue curves to the light
blue ones (TE polarization) in Fig. 6 and the red curves to
the black curves (TM polarization), respectively. Not only
does the surface area enclosed by the isofrequency contour
(which is proportional to the total number of available optical
states [10]) differ between our calculations and the generalized
effective medium approximation, we also find that for TM
polarization at some wavelengths, even the nature of the
dispersion is predicted to be different. For example, at 254
and 329 nm, the effective medium approximation predicts
elliptical dispersion (black curves), whereas our calculations
predict hyperbolic dispersion (red curves). It is also worth
highlighting that, within the 3-nm interval between 326 and
329 nm, our model predicts a change in the dispersion surface
from elliptical to hyperbolic as one can note by comparing the
isofrequency contours for those wavelengths. The wavelengths
at which the dispersion surface changes shape correspond to
the wavelengths for which topological transitions can occur.
For TE polarization the isofrequency contours are almost
circular, revealing the very weak magnetic anisotropy of the
planar HMMs (see the light blue lines). In the lossless limit,
when εoμo and εoμe are negative, Eq. (2a) is only satisfied for
imaginary wave vectors, which translates to the exponential
decay of the TE wave inside the MM. This situation is similar to
the situation in which a homogeneous metal becomes a perfect
reflector for frequencies below the plasma frequency. Accord-
ing to our calculations, this effectively metallic response for
the TE wave occurs for wavelengths above 362 nm, whereas
in the effective medium limit this transition occurs at 372
nm. This is the reason for the absence of light blue curves in
Fig. 6 for the wavelengths 369, 394, and 409 nm, indicating a
zero photonic density of states in the lossless limit according
to our model. Similarly, the absence of dark blue curves for
the wavelengths 394 and 409 nm indicates a zero density of
photonic states in this MM according to the effective medium
approximation. Here it is also worth noting the agreement
between the Bloch theory results and the effective medium
results for TE polarization: The dark blue contours and the
green contours almost overlap for all considered wavelengths
since both approaches consider infinite stacks. The strong
disagreement between the exact results and the Bloch theory
results is another indication that the effects of finite total
thickness of physically realizable HMMs are significant on
the shape of the isofrequency contours and, as a consequence,
on the total number of supported optical states.
A similar situation as the one described for the TE polar-
ization occurs for the TM wave. According to our calculations
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)], there exists a region where both εoμo and
εeμo are negative: from 362 nm where the product εoμo crosses
zero up to 401 nm where the product εeμo returns to positive
values. Thus, for these wavelengths, there exists an effective
omnidirectional band gap for the TM wave in the MM. This
is why no red isofrequency contours are present in Fig. 6 for
the wavelengths of 369 and 394 nm, indicating the absence
of photon states. Importantly, for wavelengths smaller than
362 nm, the retrieval predicts that this MM supports a region
of hyperbolic dispersion type I (εeμo < 0 and εoμo > 0),
whereas for wavelengths larger than 401 nm, the hyperbolic
dispersion is of type II (εeμo > 0 and εoμo < 0). On the other
hand, the effective medium approximation does not predict
neither the hyperbolic type I region (see, for example, Fig. 6 for
329 nm) nor the effective band gap since the black curves are
present for 369 and 394 nm in Fig. 6, indicating the existence
of photon states for those wavelengths in the effective medium
picture.
The Bloch theory results, shown with magenta for TM
polarization, deviate from both the effective medium picture
(black contours) and the exact results (red contours). The
former is a consequence of the fact that, in the effective medium
limit, the surface charges on metal/dielectric interfaces are not
taken into account [29]. This is unphysical since the TM wave
carries an electric field component normal to the interfaces
and, thus, it experiences a discontinuity due to the surface
charge density on the metal/dielectric interfaces. By contrast,
the Bloch theory results are obtained using the transfer matrix
approach in which this is taken into account. The discrepancy
between Bloch theory and our calculations indicates that the
finite total thickness of the HMM and the type of layer (metal or
dielectric) that terminates the structure significantly affect the
isofrequency surface. However we note that the exact results
do approach the Bloch theory results as the number of layers
increases.
In order to investigate on the existence of this omnidi-
rectional band gap for the TM wave, we take into account
the complex nature of Eq. (2b). We calculate the effective
normal wave vector in the seven layer Ag/SiO2 MM in terms
of the retrieved complex parameters εo, μo, and εe as a
function of the normalized in-plane wave vector kx/ko and
the wavelength. As shown in Fig. 7 in the region where the
real parts of εoμo and εeμo are negative ranging from 362 to
401 nm, the real part of the normalized normal wave vector
is negligible compared to the imaginary part, validating our
argument that this corresponds to a true omnidirectional band
gap that is not predicted by the generalized effective medium
theory.
V. FILLING FRACTION AND THICKNESS
EFFECTS—COMPARISON TO THE
EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY
In this section, we investigate the effects of individual metal
and dielectric layer thicknesses on the effective parameters and
compare them to the effective medium theory. We fix the total
thickness of the HMM to be 140 nm, and we consider seven
alternating layers of Ag and SiO2. We let the metallic filling
fraction vary among the values of f = 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7,
and 0.9, respectively, which correspond to Ag layer thicknesses
of 11, 13, 16, 20, 26, and 32 nm. The corresponding thicknesses
for SiO2 are 32, 30, 25, 20, 11, and 4 nm. Upon retrieval of the
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FIG. 7. (Color) (a) Real (blue) and imaginary (red) parts of effective normalized kz as a function of the in-plane wave vector and the
wavelength. (b) Projected version of (a): the darker blue curves correspond to the real part of normalized kz for increasing kx , and the darker
red curves correspond to the imaginary part of normalized kz for increasing kx .
effective material parameters that exhibit negligible spatial
dispersion similar to the 20-nm Ag/SiO2 MMs treated in
Secs. III and IV, we present in Fig. 8 the relative deviation
of the ordinary and extraordinary permittivity of the effective
medium theory from our results: εo rel = εo−εo EMTεo 100% and
εe rel = εe−εe EMTεe 100%, respectively.
Regarding the relative deviation of the ordinary permittivity
[Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)], it decreases as the wavelength increases,
and the homogenization approximation becomes more valid.
In the ordinary direction, the metallic character of individual
Ag layers dominates over the collective response of the
MM. Thus, we observe better agreement between the exact
results and the effective medium results for increasing filling
fractions. However even for a Ag thickness of 32 nm, which
corresponds to a filling fraction of 0.9, the relative deviation
of the effective medium theory results from our calculations
is as high as 5.7%. The significant disagreement between the
effective medium results and our calculations for wavelengths
FIG. 8. (Color) Relative differences εo rel and εe rel between exact results and effective medium theory results for Ag/SiO2 multilayers
of total thicknesses of 140 nm and seven layers for different metallic filling fractions.
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FIG. 9. (Color) Real parts of εoμo and εeμo. Blue solid lines: Re(εoμo) for (a) f = 0.25, (b) f = 0.4, and (c) f = 0.7. Blue dotted lines:
Re(εo) in the effective medium limit for (a) f = 0.25, (b) f = 0.4, and (c) f = 0.7. Light blue solid lines: Re(εeμo) for (a) f = 0.25, (b)
f = 0.4, and (c) f = 0.7. Light blue dotted lines: Re(εe) in the effective medium limit for (a) f = 0.25, (b) f = 0.4, and (c) f = 0.7. Red
solid lines: Re(εoμo) for (a) f = 0.3, (b) f = 0.5, and (c) f = 0.9. Red dotted lines: Re(εo) in the effective medium limit for (a) f = 0.3,
(b) f = 0.5, and (c) f = 0.9. Orange solid lines: Re(εeμo) for (a) f = 0.3, (b) f = 0.5, and (c) f = 0.9. Orange dotted lines: Re(εe) in the
effective medium limit for (a) f = 0.3, (b) f = 0.5, and (c) f = 0.9.
of 400–500 nm, especially for small filling fractions, originates
from the difference at the ENZ wavelength of the ordinary
permittivities between the effective medium picture and our
method. Interband transitions in the permittivity of Ag lead
to additional small amplitude Lorentzian-shaped features in
the ordinary permittivity of MMs, according to our method.
The interband transitions features are not as well preserved
in the effective medium picture. Thus, it is these interband
transitions that give rise to the smaller peaks for wavelengths
in the 300–400-nm range in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b).
In the extraordinary direction, the situation is reversed.
Specifically, increasing the metallic filling fractions gives rise
to stronger disagreement between the retrieved extraordinary
permittivity and the effective medium results. The pole of εe is
drastically affected by the filling fraction and redshifts as the
filling fraction increases. As analyzed in Sec. IV, the pole of εe
plays a significant role in the distinction between the elliptical
and the hyperbolic spectral regions supported by the HMMs.
It contributes to an omnidirectional band gap as demonstrated
in Fig. 7 for a filling fraction of 0.5. In Fig. 9 we present the
real parts of the denominators of Eq. (2b) for the electrically
extraordinary wave for the filling fractions considered in this
section.
For small filling fractions, neither our method nor effective
medium theory yields a band gap in the density of optical
states as shown in Fig. 9(a). According to both our calculations
and the effective medium results, the denominators εoμo
and εeμo remain positive for small wavelengths, and in the
longer-wavelength regime we observe the hyperbolic type-II
dispersion due to the metallic character of εo. For a filling
fraction of 0.4 in Fig. 9(b), effective medium theory does
not predict a hyperbolic type-I region since Re(εe) remains
positive—see the light blue dotted line. However according to
our results such a region exists for wavelengths of 334–374 nm
because εeμo takes negative values—see the solid light blue
line in Fig. 9(b). For a filling fraction of 0.5, the disagreement
between the effective medium picture and our results is even
stronger. Specifically, we observe an omnidirectional band
gap for wavelengths between 360 and 400 nm where εeμo
is negative simultaneously with εoμo—see the orange and
red solid lines, respectively, in Fig. 9(b). Such a band gap
is not present according to effective medium theory—see the
orange and red dotted lines. For even higher filling fractions, in
Fig. 9(c), it is clear that the disagreement in the calculation of
εe between our method and the effective medium theory gives
rise to spectral regions of different hyperbolicity types. For
example, at a filling fraction of f = 0.8, our method predicts
a band gap in the density of optical states that extends to
wavelengths of 340–493 nm, whereas in the effective medium
limit the band gap is significantly narrowed to the wavelength
range of 343–438 nm.
In conclusion, by varying the total thickness and number of
alternating metal and dielectric layers in Secs. III and IV and by
varying the individual layer thicknesses in this section, we find
that the results of our method for the ordinary permittivity are
less sensitive to both the total thickness and the metallic filling
fraction and in better agreement with the effective medium
theory than the extraordinary parameters, which are strongly
dependent on the parameters discussed here. The extraordinary
permittivity given by the effective medium theory has yielded
poles positioned at wavelengths that are 30–100 nm away from
the poles predicted by our method for filling fractions ranging
from 0.5 to 0.9.
VI. CONCLUSION
We present a method for the determination of material
parameters of uniaxial metamaterials. The method can retrieve
the complex elements of the permittivity and permeability
tensors for metamaterials with uniaxial anisotropy. The re-
trieved parameters are proved to be angle independent and thus
constitute true material parameters. We studied theoretically
the effect of a finite number of layers in planar metal/dielectric
metamaterials on their effective parameters and compared
the results to effective medium theory and Bloch theory. We
also considered the effects of individual layer thicknesses and
the metallic filling fraction on the effective parameters and
compared them to the effective medium results. Importantly,
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FIG. 10. (Color) Angle dependence of nT E and nT M for seven layer Ag/SiO2 MM.
we found a strong diamagnetic character for those HMMs in
the optical regime. We note that this physically realistic and
accurate analytical retrieval method improves upon existing ef-
fective medium approximations for the isofrequency surfaces
of HMMs as evidenced by the existence of an effective gap
in the photonic density of states for electrically extraordinary
waves, which is not predicted by the effective medium theory
for MMs with low metallic filling fractions and finite total
thickness. Our method is general and can be applied to any MM
with uniaxial anisotropy: Once the forward problem is solved
and the scattering parameters are determined, the parameter
retrieval algorithm can be directly applied. For example, it can
be applied to nanowire HMMs (a finite elements method is
required in this case for the solution to the forward problem).
Notably, our method provides the means for the investigation
of a magnetic HMM with magnetic topological transitions in
the optical regime, similar to the recent work in the microwave
regime [12].
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We present below the equation used for determining the
normal component of the wave vector kz in a MM slab that we
refer to in Eqs. (2a) and (2b), which is work by Menzel et al.
in Ref. [13]. The equation is obtained by solving the analytical
expressions for transmission and reflection coefficients t and
r , respectively, from a homogeneous isotropic slab of total
thickness d embedded between media c, referring to cladding,
and s, referring to the substrate, in terms of kz,




ks(1 − r2) + kc(t/A)2




where m ∈ Z. The equation is valid for TE and TM po-
larizations with A being A = 1 for TE polarization and
A =
√
εsμc/εcμs for TM polarization, where εc,μc,εs,and μs
are the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the




















sin θout for TE






sin θout for TM polarization. Here,
θin and θout refer to the angles shown in Fig. 1(d) and√
εcμc sin θin = √εsμs sin θout. The value of m is chosen such
that kz is a continuous function of the wavelength. The sign
in Eq. (A1) is chosen such that the passivity conditions are
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FIG. 11. (Color) Sum of transmittance and reflectance for TE and TM polarizations: TT E , RT E , TT M , and RT M stand for calculated
transmittance and reflectance from the seven layer MM structure using the transfer matrix. TT Einv , RT Einv , TT Minv , and RT Minv stand for
calculated transmittance and reflectance from a single effective layer with indices nT E and nT M shown in Fig. 10.
satisfied, and in other works, the imaginary part of kz must be
positive. For determination of the wave parameters εT E , μT E ,
εT M , and μT M , a generalized impedance ξ is utilized
ξ = ±






(r + 1)2 − (t/A)2 . (A2)
The real part of the impedance should remain positive for a
passive medium. Then μT E/T M = kz/ξ . The parameters εT E
and εT M can be determined through the dispersion equation
for an isotropic material,
ω2
c2




We note that we have interchanged the parameters εT M and
μT M with respect to Ref. [13] to be consistent with the notation
in the main text and the Supplemental Material [34]. Here kx =√
εcμc sin θin is the in-plane wave vector, which is conserved
above, inside, and below the MM slab. The modal effective
refractive indices for TE and TM polarizations are as follows:
nT E = √εT EμT E and nT M = √εT MμT M , respectively.
2. The effective permeability of Ag/SiO2 HMMs and
conservation of energy
Regarding the negative imaginary part of μo and μe for
MMs consisting of more than five alternating layers of Ag
and SiO2 [see Figs. 3(c), 3(d), and 5(b)], we assure that
conservation of energy is not violated because:1
(1) Through the homogenization [13], a positive imaginary
part of kz was imposed. The parameters μo and μe are
calculated through kz [through Eqs. (2a) and (2b)], thus
assuring a passive medium.
1An extended discussion in the literature [38] regarding the issue of
the negative imaginary part of the permeability of a diamagnetic MM
is in agreement with our results. See also Ref. [39].
(2) The modal effective indices of the TE and TM modes
are nT E = √εT EμT E and nT M = √εT MμT M , respectively.
The imaginary parts of both nT E and nT M are positive as
shown below for the seven layer Ag/SiO2 MM also assuring
a passive medium (see Fig. 10).
Thus, the negative imaginary part of μ0 in Fig. 3(c) and of
μe in Fig. 3(d) is not a violation of conservation of energy
but rather a consequence of the diamagnetic response of
our MMs for parameters obeying Kramers-Kronig relations
(see Ref. [38] and references therein). We obtain similar
results for the 3, 5, 15, 17, and 27 layer MMs considered
in Fig. 5, and the imaginary parts of the modal indices nT E
and nT M for both polarizations remain positive for all incident
angles.
(3) Another way to verify that the retrieved permeability
tensors do not violate conservation of energy is to calculate
the absorption for both polarizations from the MM slab. The
results are shown below for the seven layer MM. Absorption
along with transmittance and reflectance for both polarizations
have been calculated not only using the transfer-matrix [28]
method applied to the multilayer MMs (forward problem), but
also applied to the equivalent effective single homogeneous
slabs with the retrieved effective parameters (inverse problem).
The absorption coefficient, presented in Fig. 11, remains
smaller than unity in both cases, assuring conservation of
energy.
It is also worth noting the similarity between the scattering
parameters (transmittance, reflectance, and absorption) of the
forward and inverse scattering problems both for TE and TM
polarizations, which demonstrates the accuracy of the retrieval
procedure: The forward problem of calculating the reflection
and transmission from the multilayer structure is equivalent
to the inverse problem of calculating the transmission and
reflection from an effective slab with the retrieved parameters.
We obtain similar results with very good agreement between
the forward and the inverse problems for all the considered
numbers of layers of MMs shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
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